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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
 
Manitobans expect and depend upon clean, fresh water. As the land of 100,000 lakes, healthy 

surface water defines our province’s geography, drives our economy, shapes our cultures and 

supports our biodiversity. Precious fresh water deserves our careful stewardship and 

protection, and in turn provides us with safe drinking water, resources for agriculture and 

industry, and abundant opportunities for recreation and education.  

Lake Winnipeg is the world’s 10th largest freshwater lake, with a watershed that spans two 

countries, four provinces, four states and over 100 Indigenous nations. Lake Winnipeg’s 

fishing and tourism industries are worth $530 million. The lake is the third-largest 

hydroelectric reservoir in the world, generating hundreds of millions of dollars’ of power. Lake 

Winnipeg’s health affects property values and businesses in shoreline municipalities. Dozens 

of communities, including First Nations and Metis, depend on Lake Winnipeg for their 

livelihoods, for clean drinking water and for a viable commercial and subsistence fishery.  

Yet Lake Winnipeg is suffering from accelerated eutrophication, caused by excess 

phosphorus. As a result, potentially harmful algae blooms are negatively impacting water 

quality, tourism and recreation, subsistence and commercial fisheries, and local economies. 

Rightfully, Manitobans are increasingly concerned about Lake Winnipeg’s long-term health. 

The The The The Water Pillar of Manitoba’s Water Pillar of Manitoba’s Water Pillar of Manitoba’s Water Pillar of Manitoba’s Climate and Green PlanClimate and Green PlanClimate and Green PlanClimate and Green Plan    provideprovideprovideprovidessss    a a a a nenenenecessary starting cessary starting cessary starting cessary starting 

point topoint topoint topoint to    improve water management for the benefit of all Manitobans.improve water management for the benefit of all Manitobans.improve water management for the benefit of all Manitobans.improve water management for the benefit of all Manitobans. The pledges put 

forward by Manitoba Sustainable Development in this consultation framework must now 

guide the development of measureable targets, strategic action, and transparent monitoring 

and reporting systems to fully realize a robust, accountable and outcome-oriented plan. The The The The 

Lake Winnipeg Foundation is pleased to provide Lake Winnipeg Foundation is pleased to provide Lake Winnipeg Foundation is pleased to provide Lake Winnipeg Foundation is pleased to provide the following the following the following the following recommendations to recommendations to recommendations to recommendations to 

contribute to contribute to contribute to contribute to the development of the development of the development of the development of a strong a strong a strong a strong pppplanlanlanlan    for Manitobafor Manitobafor Manitobafor Manitoba.... 
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Keystone: Keystone: Keystone: Keystone: WetlandsWetlandsWetlandsWetlands    and Watershedsand Watershedsand Watershedsand Watersheds        
    

The Lake Winnipeg Foundation (LWF) supports the The Lake Winnipeg Foundation (LWF) supports the The Lake Winnipeg Foundation (LWF) supports the The Lake Winnipeg Foundation (LWF) supports the ggggovernment’s commitment to overnment’s commitment to overnment’s commitment to overnment’s commitment to 
protecting Manitoba’s remaining seasonal,protecting Manitoba’s remaining seasonal,protecting Manitoba’s remaining seasonal,protecting Manitoba’s remaining seasonal,    semisemisemisemi----permanent and permanent wetlands permanent and permanent wetlands permanent and permanent wetlands permanent and permanent wetlands 
(class III, IV and V wetlands)(class III, IV and V wetlands)(class III, IV and V wetlands)(class III, IV and V wetlands)    from drainage. from drainage. from drainage. from drainage. Natural wetland habitats provide vital 
ecological functions, offering cost-effective, ready-made solutions to address the overarching 
goals of reduced flooding, reduced nutrient loading and climate change adaptation. 
 
Drainage of class III, IV or V wetlands must not be permitted solely for personal or Drainage of class III, IV or V wetlands must not be permitted solely for personal or Drainage of class III, IV or V wetlands must not be permitted solely for personal or Drainage of class III, IV or V wetlands must not be permitted solely for personal or 
corporate economic gain.corporate economic gain.corporate economic gain.corporate economic gain.    

    

Keystone: Agriculture and Land UseKeystone: Agriculture and Land UseKeystone: Agriculture and Land UseKeystone: Agriculture and Land Use        
    
The GRowing Outcomes for Watersheds (GROW) program must be designed to achieve a net 
gain in ecological goods and services for Manitobans. The GROW program will only be The GROW program will only be The GROW program will only be The GROW program will only be 
effective effective effective effective if if if if draindraindraindrainage or damage to class III, IV &age or damage to class III, IV &age or damage to class III, IV &age or damage to class III, IV &    V wetlands is strictly preventedV wetlands is strictly preventedV wetlands is strictly preventedV wetlands is strictly prevented    through through through through 
regulatory meansregulatory meansregulatory meansregulatory means.... The principle of additionality and enhancement of environmental goods 
and services is critical to the success of GROW, and is only possible with a strong regulatory 
backstop that prevents ongoing losses.  
 
Incentives developed under the GROW program must not be used to ncentives developed under the GROW program must not be used to ncentives developed under the GROW program must not be used to ncentives developed under the GROW program must not be used to fulfillfulfillfulfillfulfill    mitigation mitigation mitigation mitigation 
requirementsrequirementsrequirementsrequirements    prescriprescriprescriprescribed by drainage regulationsbed by drainage regulationsbed by drainage regulationsbed by drainage regulations. 
 
To achieve the greatest return on investment, the GROW program must be evidenceTo achieve the greatest return on investment, the GROW program must be evidenceTo achieve the greatest return on investment, the GROW program must be evidenceTo achieve the greatest return on investment, the GROW program must be evidence----
based and geographically targeted in agricultural areas with severely reduced water based and geographically targeted in agricultural areas with severely reduced water based and geographically targeted in agricultural areas with severely reduced water based and geographically targeted in agricultural areas with severely reduced water 
retention capacity, high phosphorus loading and/or high risk oretention capacity, high phosphorus loading and/or high risk oretention capacity, high phosphorus loading and/or high risk oretention capacity, high phosphorus loading and/or high risk of flooding.f flooding.f flooding.f flooding. For example, 
wetland loss has been significant in the flood-prone Red River Valley, which contributes 68% 
of the phosphorus load to Lake Winnipeg. Incentive programs in this region are likely to 
provide better value for money. 

 

Keystone: Flood Keystone: Flood Keystone: Flood Keystone: Flood and Droughtand Droughtand Droughtand Drought        
 
LWF encourages the Manitoba government to adopt the principle of no net loss of no net loss of no net loss of no net loss of 
ecological goods and servicesecological goods and servicesecological goods and servicesecological goods and services    throughout the Water Pillar,    increasing alignment and 
consistency between the regulatory and incentive-based policy tools presented. In addition 
to ensuring no net loss of water-retention capacity in watersheds, this will provide additional 
important co-benefits including water filtration, flood and drought mitigation, groundwater 
recharge, biodiversity protection and carbon storage. 
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Keystone: Water QualityKeystone: Water QualityKeystone: Water QualityKeystone: Water Quality    ––––    FFFFromromromrom    PPPPledgesledgesledgesledges    to Pto Pto Pto Planlanlanlan    
 
To date, action to manage excess nutrients entering Lake Winnipeg and Manitoba’s other 
lakes has produced very little in the way of measureable results.  
 
Continued action is necessary but must be undertaken with clear timelines and targets in 
mind. Without the overarching guidance and accountability of a comprehensive, transparent 
and effective plan, continued action will not produce the necessary results to address the 
multi-faceted challenges of algae blooms in Manitoba’s waterways.  
 
The Lake Winnipeg Foundation looks forward to working with the Manitoba government to 
fully develop, implement and monitor action under the Water Quality keystone. 
    
Targets and timelinesTargets and timelinesTargets and timelinesTargets and timelines    
 
InInInIn    collaboration with other levels of government and key stakeholders, Manitoba collaboration with other levels of government and key stakeholders, Manitoba collaboration with other levels of government and key stakeholders, Manitoba collaboration with other levels of government and key stakeholders, Manitoba 
Sustainable Development mustSustainable Development mustSustainable Development mustSustainable Development must    immediately establish immediately establish immediately establish immediately establish clear and ecologicallyclear and ecologicallyclear and ecologicallyclear and ecologically    mmmmeaningeaningeaningeaningfulfulfulful    
phosphorus targetsphosphorus targetsphosphorus targetsphosphorus targets    for provincial subfor provincial subfor provincial subfor provincial sub----watershedswatershedswatershedswatersheds, as part of an overall phosphorous 
budget for Lake Winnipeg. Timelines to achieve these targets must also be clearly articulated. 
 
With targets and timelines in place, action plans to achieve them can be developed in a 
strategic and focused manner. Progress can be tracked against these targets, ensuring 
transparency and accountability. 

    
Monitoring and reportingMonitoring and reportingMonitoring and reportingMonitoring and reporting    
    
You cannot manage what you don’t measureYou cannot manage what you don’t measureYou cannot manage what you don’t measureYou cannot manage what you don’t measure.... Ongoing monitoring is a crucial component 
of planning and adaptive management, to ensure we understand general trends over time as 
well as the impacts of direct remedial action on the landscape. Monitoring allows us to report 
on progress in a transparent and tangible way, supporting an outcome-driven approach that 
maintains accountability and ensures resources are being used effectively and efficiently. 
 
Adequate resources must be provided for tailored monitoring designed specifically to 
measure direct ecological outcomes of action under the Water Pillar. This monitoThis monitoThis monitoThis monitoring mustring mustring mustring must    
go beyond go beyond go beyond go beyond ssssimply countingimply countingimply countingimply counting    the number of projects or the area covered, and the number of projects or the area covered, and the number of projects or the area covered, and the number of projects or the area covered, and be be be be 
designed to measure programdesigned to measure programdesigned to measure programdesigned to measure program----specific specific specific specific iiiimprovements to water quality (i.e. mprovements to water quality (i.e. mprovements to water quality (i.e. mprovements to water quality (i.e. quantifying quantifying quantifying quantifying 
the the the the sitesitesitesite----specific specific specific specific phosphorus reductions phosphorus reductions phosphorus reductions phosphorus reductions achievedachievedachievedachieved    bbbbyyyy    implementimplementimplementimplementing ing ing ing aaaa    particularparticularparticularparticular    best best best best 
managementmanagementmanagementmanagement    practicepracticepracticepractice)))).... Results of such monitoring programs must be made publicly 
available in a timely and accessible manner to inform ongoing action. 
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Diverse tools and a collaborative approachDiverse tools and a collaborative approachDiverse tools and a collaborative approachDiverse tools and a collaborative approach    

    
In today’s context, tight budgets and a strong focus on results require innovative approaches. 
In Manitoba, modern freshwater management necessitates the recognition, integration and 
application of data from diverse credible sources to increase our capacity to monitor 
freshwater resources in a cost-effective manner.  
 
Community-based monitoring (CBM) builds citizens’ capacity for scientific data collection, 
analysis and sharing. Supported by strong professional scientific expertise, CBM Supported by strong professional scientific expertise, CBM Supported by strong professional scientific expertise, CBM Supported by strong professional scientific expertise, CBM 
programs expand monitoring capacity at relatively little cost, while producing credible programs expand monitoring capacity at relatively little cost, while producing credible programs expand monitoring capacity at relatively little cost, while producing credible programs expand monitoring capacity at relatively little cost, while producing credible 
and useful data to improve watershed planning and useful data to improve watershed planning and useful data to improve watershed planning and useful data to improve watershed planning and water management.and water management.and water management.and water management. 
 
In collaboration with water stewardship organizations from across the province, LWF 
coordinates the Lake Winnipeg Community-Based Monitoring Network (LWCBMN), designed 
to generate robust data to enable evidence-based decision-making to improve water quality 
in Lake Winnipeg and in waterways throughout Manitoba. 
 
Leveraging a distributed network of citizen volunteers, LWF works in partnership with 
Manitoba’s Conservation Districts to collect water samples at greater frequency and at finer 
spatial scales than are possible through government monitoring programs. The LWCBMN The LWCBMN The LWCBMN The LWCBMN 
increases our collectiveincreases our collectiveincreases our collectiveincreases our collective    capacity to pinpoint localized capacity to pinpoint localized capacity to pinpoint localized capacity to pinpoint localized ‘phosphorus hotspots,’ enabling‘phosphorus hotspots,’ enabling‘phosphorus hotspots,’ enabling‘phosphorus hotspots,’ enabling    
land managers aland managers aland managers aland managers and policynd policynd policynd policy    makers makers makers makers to target to target to target to target programs and measure outcomesprograms and measure outcomesprograms and measure outcomesprograms and measure outcomes    to achieve to achieve to achieve to achieve 
the greatest return on investment for the greatest return on investment for the greatest return on investment for the greatest return on investment for Manitoba’s water qualityManitoba’s water qualityManitoba’s water qualityManitoba’s water quality.... Combined with provincial 
and federal monitoring data, LWCBMN data will be critical to support the development and 
ongoing monitoring of the incentive-based GROW program, as well as any future market-
based approaches to water quality improvement. 
 
New water quality trading schemes may represent a collaborative and innovative approach to 
nutrient reduction if they are properly established to achieve expected outcomes. The design 
of such programs requires time and investment to ensure their effectiveness. Delays Delays Delays Delays 
associated with theassociated with theassociated with theassociated with the    development of such schemes should not development of such schemes should not development of such schemes should not development of such schemes should not preventpreventpreventprevent    immediate and immediate and immediate and immediate and 
aggressive action to reduce phosphoraggressive action to reduce phosphoraggressive action to reduce phosphoraggressive action to reduce phosphorus loading from municipal wastewater treatment us loading from municipal wastewater treatment us loading from municipal wastewater treatment us loading from municipal wastewater treatment 
planplanplanplantttts.s.s.s. If the GROW program is integrated into a water quality trading scheme in Manitoba, 
the principal of additional ecological benefit must still apply – trading cannot make use of 
existing ecological goods and services, but must result in gains. 
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A wholeA wholeA wholeA whole----ecosystem approach to water managementecosystem approach to water managementecosystem approach to water managementecosystem approach to water management    
    
The Water Pillar of Manitoba’s Climate and Green Plan must adopt a whole-ecosystem 
approach to water management. As such, measureable plans to address aquatic invasive 
specifies and sustainable fisheries management must be developed and fully integrated with 
other actions within the Water Pillar. 
 
Zebra mussels are expected to have considerable impacts in Lake Winnipeg, the Red River 
and Cedar Lake. Plans for adaptation in response to these impacts, as well as strategies to 
prevent the ongoing spread of zebra mussels into Manitoba’s other lakes and rivers, must be 
developed. Such strategies should encompass a diverse array of tools to avoid and minimize 
impacts, including the deployment of additional decontamination units, ongoing efforts to 
educate the public, and investment in regulatory enforcement throughout the province.  
 
Long-term sustainable fisheries management in Manitoba, and particularly on Lake Winnipeg, 
requires the development of biologically relevant, single-species quota systems; investment 
in monitoring and research to understand changes in the fisheries with the arrival of zebra 
mussels; and transparent public reporting on the outcomes of evidence-based decisions.  
 

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusionssss    

A transparent, accountable and outcome-driven plan to improve water management in 

Manitoba must:  

� Protect Manitoba’s remaining Protect Manitoba’s remaining Protect Manitoba’s remaining Protect Manitoba’s remaining threatened wetlands with strong drainage threatened wetlands with strong drainage threatened wetlands with strong drainage threatened wetlands with strong drainage 

regulations that prevent ongoing damage to class III, IV and V wetlands;regulations that prevent ongoing damage to class III, IV and V wetlands;regulations that prevent ongoing damage to class III, IV and V wetlands;regulations that prevent ongoing damage to class III, IV and V wetlands;    

� Ensure any investment in the GROW program achieves a net gain inEnsure any investment in the GROW program achieves a net gain inEnsure any investment in the GROW program achieves a net gain inEnsure any investment in the GROW program achieves a net gain in    ecological ecological ecological ecological 

goods and services for all Manitobans; goods and services for all Manitobans; goods and services for all Manitobans; goods and services for all Manitobans;     

� Clearly articulate water qClearly articulate water qClearly articulate water qClearly articulate water quality targets for Manitoba’s subuality targets for Manitoba’s subuality targets for Manitoba’s subuality targets for Manitoba’s sub----watersheds and watersheds and watersheds and watersheds and 

provide detailed timelines for their achievement;provide detailed timelines for their achievement;provide detailed timelines for their achievement;provide detailed timelines for their achievement;    

� Demonstrate measureable ecological outcomDemonstrate measureable ecological outcomDemonstrate measureable ecological outcomDemonstrate measureable ecological outcomes for all action and investmentes for all action and investmentes for all action and investmentes for all action and investment,,,,    

using data from diverse using data from diverse using data from diverse using data from diverse and and and and credible sources, including communitycredible sources, including communitycredible sources, including communitycredible sources, including community----based based based based 

monitoring;monitoring;monitoring;monitoring;    

� Adopt a comprehensive, wholeAdopt a comprehensive, wholeAdopt a comprehensive, wholeAdopt a comprehensive, whole----ecosystem approach to adaptive managementecosystem approach to adaptive managementecosystem approach to adaptive managementecosystem approach to adaptive management.... 

LWF looks forward to working with government to develop a measurable and actionable plan 

for the sustainable management of Manitoba’s water resources, including Lake Winnipeg. 
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About the Lake Winnipeg FoundationAbout the Lake Winnipeg FoundationAbout the Lake Winnipeg FoundationAbout the Lake Winnipeg Foundation    

The Lake Winnipeg Foundation (LWF) advocates for change and co-ordinates action to 
improve the health of Lake Winnipeg, now and for future generations. 
 
Founded in 2005 as a volunteer coalition of concerned lake-lovers, LWF today is a leading 
organization working collaboratively with non-profit, academic, industry and government 
sectors, First Nations, and the public to restore and protect our great lake. 
 
Guided by the expertise of our Science Advisory Council, a group of nationally recognized 
freshwater experts, LWF advances collaborative efforts in research, education, policy and 
stewardship.  
 
LWF is the only membership-based freshwater organization in Manitoba. Our flagship 
initiative, the Lake Winnipeg Health Plan, identifies eight evidence-based actions to improve 
the health of Lake Winnipeg – providing a blueprint for cost-effective decision-making and 
long-term, evidence-based freshwater management. 
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Lake Winnipeg Foundation     Alexis Kanu | Executive Director 
300-207 Fort Street      ed@lakewinnipegfoundation.org   
Winnipeg, MB R3C 1E2     (204) 956-0436 
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